Abstract This article examines the DNA-based biopoetry of Christian Bök in relation to its antecedents in the art-science experiments of Joe Davis, Pak Chung Wong, and Eduardo Kac.
Introduction
T his article attempts to bring an ecocritical framework to bear on the emerging genre of biopoetry through a reading of Canadian poet Christian Bök's The Xenotext: Book I, published in November 2015.
1 Bök's recent biotext-which marks the culmination of more than ten years of combined genetic and literary experimentation by the poet-will be approached in relation to its biopoetic precedents in the works of genetic artists Joe
Davis and Eduardo Kac and engineer Pak Chung Wong. Applying Michel Foucault's concept of the "discourse of nature," 2 this article aims, in particular, to develop a critical perspective on the process, known as encipherment, that underlies DNA-based poetry such as Bök's. I explore how The Xenotext, and biopoetry more generally, reinscribe in a biotechnological context the power/knowledge relations implicit in the long-standing, gendered tropes of nature-in this instance, microorganisms and DNA structures-as books, codes, or ciphers to be unraveled. As Carolyn Merchant argues in Reinventing Eden, biotechnological inventions entail the "reading of nature's bible in sentences, books, and libraries comprising genetic sequences." 3 Constructed as an inherently mute subject in biopoetic works, nature is willed to speak purportedly on its own terms but through conspicuously human media and in inescapably androgenic terms. In approaching biopoetry from an ecocritical perspective, the article aims to elicit some of the conceptions of microorganisms implicit within the relatively new artistic genre.
In doing so, an ecologically directed evaluation of biopoetry ultimately affirms the indebtedness of all literary production to other-than-human lives and bodies. Engagement with the ethics of other-than-human beings could become more of an exigency for artists and bioartists alike in the present era of climate change, species loss, and biocultural fragmentation.
As a broadly encompassing category of interdisciplinary creative practice, bioart "adapts scientific methods and draws inspiration from the philosophical, societal, and environmental implications of recombinant genetics, molecular biology, and biotechnology." 4 Although their productions tend to mimic, parallel, or critique contentious developments in the life sciences, bioartists have also been known to initiate new scientific concepts and technical innovations as part of their syncretic approaches to art and biology. 5 Positioning living systems and organisms as its subjects, bioart characteristically involves artists working parallel to, or in direct collaboration with, laboratory scientists. Bioartists endeavor to transform the ways in which audiences think about creativity, nature, and science through the integration of biotechnologies and vital materials within artworks. 6 First surfacing as a distinct genre during the 1980s in the art-science experimentations of Davis (b. 1951) and George Gessert (b. 1944) , 7 bioart differs frombut was influenced by-the environmental art movement of the 1960s and 1970s, which emphasized the imbrications among site-specific creative practice, environmental biology, and ecological ethics.
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In distinction to bioart and environmental art, the term biopoetry was devised by male artists a decade later and, more specifically, by Kac in reference to his artwork Genesis (1999). According to his synopsis of the biopoetry genre in the Johns Hopkins Guide to Digital Media (2013) , Kac went on to publish the first biopoetry manifesto in the anthology
Cybertext Yearbook 2002-03. 9 Given its origin in Kac's acutely genre-blurring work, biopoetry shares an intimate relationship with bioart. Not confined to the printed page or to verbal delivery, the poetic productions of Kac, Bök, and others typically demand audience participation. Accordingly, biopoems tend to be exhibited in a gallery space just as visual, sculptural, digital, or conceptual artworks might be. Biopoetry aims to recast notions of literary production and authorship by centralizing-and, in certain instances, constructing-the relationship between human author and other-than-human agent at the genetic scale. In its experimental focus, the genre also attempts to reformulate the act of "reading a text" through the use of a synthetic gene mediating between legible, typographic language and DNA-based processes, particularly transcription, taking place within a microorganism such as Deinococcus radiodurans. As Kac comments, in biopoetic works "the act of reading is procedural. In following the outlined procedure, the participant creates a new kind of life-one that is at once literal and poetic." 10 Indeed, it could be said that biopoetry entails the "reading" of organisms into being.
For the purposes of the ensuing discussion, the terms biopoetry and DNA-based poetry will be used interchangeably with biological poetry. 11 I suggest that, despite aligning language and genetics through experimentally innovative processes detailed below, biopoetry ultimately devises a language of things 12 with a subtext that perilously construes organisms as information vessels. Instead of illuminating the emergent biosemiosis of microorganisms, biopoetry risks imposing human language on other-than-humans. In his essay "On Language as Such and on the Language of Man," written in 1916, Walter
Benjamin posits a generalized language of things in which human verbal expression is but a more complex example of the world's broader semiotic fabric. Benjamin implies that everything-including bacteria-has the capacity for communication, which constitutes its particular language. For instance, such language can be embodied, sensory, affective, and corporeal. If the language of microorganisms is nonverbal and nonalphabetic, then, we must turn to their specific forms of articulation to gain even the most fleeting insight into their means of signifying in distinction to our own. However, rather than seeking imaginative and potentially less intrusive means to allow biosemiosis to emerge in its own right through frames of signification intrinsic to life forms, DNAbased poetry risks the forcible, technologically mediated imposition of human modes of linguistic expression on other-than-humans. In their affection for procedural novelties and immersion in experimental processes, Kac, Bök, and their predecessors appear to marginalize the perils of artistically substantiating the capacity of microorganisms to serve as living archives for the storage of immense quantities of data in a future increasingly dependent upon bioengineered solutions to global problems.
In developing an ecocritical assessment of biopoetry, the guiding questions of the article center on ecological ethics and biopoetry. Do the works of Bök, Kac, Wong, Davis, and others forward an ethics encouraging us to reimagine and restructure human perceptions of, and interactions with, the natural world? In corporeally performing poetry on other-than-humans, do their biopoetic works morally consider the microorganismic lives pivotal to the process of encipherment? Adopting an ecocritical tack, this paper considers the limits of the idea of microscopic life's speaking, writing, poeticizing, and otherwise expressing itself, in human terms, via molecularly based technological interventions. Despite the potential pitfalls and criticisms I have already foreshadowed here, biopoetry in the final analysis-as the article's conclusion suggestsreaffirms that all poetry (genetic, written, spoken) is biological insofar as texts and their creation are invariably contingent on the materialities of entities and matter (larynxes, bacteria, trees, papyrus, metals, minerals). This entails both a simple reminder of human indebtedness to the materialities of other-than-humans as well as a potent critique of their being forgotten-two aspects made possible by the recent material turn in ecocriticism.
13 Indeed, the material ecocriticism framework enables the agencies, physicalities, and ecologies of the bacteria and genetic substances involved in bioliterary experiments to be foregrounded. As a consequence, the conclusion avers that an overlooked value of biopoetry is how it tacitly asserts the biological basis of literary production-not only those relatively new specialized forms hinging on encipherment and necessitating laboratory conditions. Biopoetry, the Cipher, and the Discourses of Nature
While the origin of biopoetry tends to be attributed to the late 1990s work of bioartist Kac (b. 1962) , a number of influential mid-twentieth-century precursors and events have impacted the course of the genre. Building on the 1980s advent of digital poetry and the personal computer as both a compositional tool and a writing environment, Kac devised the term biopoetry to signify "poetry in vivo" that makes "use of biotechnol- Crick (1916 Crick ( -2004 would explain genetic code through linguistic equivalencies as "the little dictionary that shows how to relate the four-letter language of the nucleic acids to the twenty-letter language of the proteins, just as the Morse code relates the language of dots and dashes to the twenty-six letters of the alphabet." that one pores over and reads in order to know nature, is merely the reverse and visible side of another transference, and a much deeper one, which forces language to reside in the world, among the plants, the herbs, the stones, and the animals" (emphasis added).
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A discourse of nature comprises a network of concepts, objectivizations, articulative modalities, and operative strategies that depend upon-and have the capacity to reinforce and extend-power/knowledge structures. 24 On this note, Foucault also theorizes "the rarefaction of the speaking subject" 25 necessitating subscription to a discourse (e.g., doctrines) and membership within an institution (e.g., research foundation, writerly society, human milieu). Hence enunciation fuses together the practices of saying and seeing, legitimizing a privileged cohort of individuals (and, by extension, beings) while excluding others, specifically other-than-humans devoid of the powers of active, audible vocalization: plants, fungi, bacteria. Accordingly, the expressive potential of the mute other is conceived as latent rather than immanent. As a consequence, highly engineered procedures, such as those pioneered in biopoetic works, intervene, rendering the unheard heard, the unwriteable written, and, consequently, the otherthan-human subject writerly. To greater or lesser extents, the discourses of nature as code or structure to be coded, as text to be deciphered or rendered, as instrument for information storage, and as mute force to be ventriloquized all manifest in the biopoetic experimentations of Davis, Wong, Kac, and Bök, notwithstanding the positions of poetcritics such as Dickinson on the emerging genre.
A Bacterial View of the DNA-Based Poetry of Davis, Wong, and Kac
Considering ecocriticism's recent material focus, which has shifted attention to "vibrant matter" 26 and the materially based exigencies of human and other-than-human beings, it is imperative to begin with the agents involved in the biopoetic episodes. D. radiodurans is an extremophilic red spherical bacterium discovered in the 1950s in corned beef that spoiled despite having been irradiated. The bacterium is infamous for its unparalleled resistance to radiation, UV light, desiccation, acidity, and cold. In fact, it can survive up to 1.6 million rad (a unit of absorbed radiation), where 0.1 percent of such radiation is fatal to human life. Moreover, the bacterium contains between four and ten copies of its genome at any given time, providing a reliable reservoir of undamaged DNA for supporting repair processes, including postradiation impacts. 27 Controversially, astrobiologists have suggested that the bacterium's radioresistance is indicative of its evolution on Mars and subsequent transmission to the Earth via Martian meteorites.
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Bioartists such as Davis have also used pathogenic strands of the bacterium Escherichia coli (or E. coli) in their biopoetic works. Describing the microorganism's evolutionary processes as "bacterial innovation," scientists have shown that E. coli and other bacteria obtain a substantial proportion of their genetic makeup from distantly related genomes through an inventive mechanism of lateral gene transfer. 29 The consequence of bacterial innovation is the ecologically dynamic and highly adaptive genetic constitution of the microorganism, notable for the rapid cycling of DNA in and out of its genome. Subsequently, the microorganism is said to "read" the encoded poem and then to "reply" poetically (and, to be sure, corporeally) in the form of a protein, which, when deciphered, results in another poem that reflects, but diverges from, the original source text. In essence, the author's poem serves as a genetic template for catalyzing the bac- In the project, the agency of microorganisms derives from their construction as creative, authorial subjects engaged in intimate-and technically novel-poetic exchanges with a human writer. Authorship is construed as distributed, voices are purported to be polyvocal and multispecies, and transactions occur at the DNA scale beyond everyday awareness. Bök brings new light to age-old speculations on nature's having the capacity to write, speak, utter, converse, and contemplate-attributes dismissed by critics since John Ruskin in the nineteenth century as instantiations of "pathetic," or "affective," fallacy. 50 Not only is D. radiodurans the poem; in Bök's somaticsemantic terms, the bacterium also "learns" to write verse, expressing its otherwise mute voice through the fused processes of laboratory trialing and biotextual encipherment. As Bök has conceded, during the eight-year life span of The Xenotext to date, unforeseen incidents caused him and his scientific associates grave uncertainty over the project's potential success or failure, specifically when the bacterium consumed the protein, and the poem, too rapidly. ecological ethics of the project. In "writing" its own poetic responses to Bök, the bacterium merely inscribes its potential to amass data and immunize future generations from societal collapse and environmental apocalypse. Indeed, The Xenotext is touted as "the world's first living poem" and a poem that "stored in the genome of such a resilient bacterium might outlive every civilisation, persisting on the planet until the very last dawn, when our star finally explodes" (151). But as Bök explains in an interview, "the organism doesn't get to do whatever it wants. I don't want the text to evolve: part of the project is to produce an enduring artefact [i.e., an archive in the form of a poem]."
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In this regard, the project appears to privilege scientific ratiocination over poetic outcomes or bioethical implications. By all accounts, the power/knowledge dynamic within
The Xenotext is weighted toward the peculiarity of the encipherment process itself, signified even in the predominance of critical reviews-including the present one you are reading, to a degree-that emphasize the work's methodology over its lyrical structure or content. The bacterium's response, which he calls Eurydice, follows as "the faery is rosy / of glow." 58 Here, the letters e and y are mutually enciphering. Certain constraints during the early phases of the project became less important later on. For instance, the poems were initially short because longer poems would interfere with encipherment. Additionally, poems implied the contexts of their creation: "rosy / of glow" refers to the bacterium's luminescence when producing the gene. The bold assertion unifying the introductory poems is both cataclysmic and archival: a poetry that outlasts human civilization is a living one in which bodies and language are rendered indecipherable. A message in a bacteria. An immediately striking feature of the first poem of part 1 is its extensive use of internal off-rhymes-"Hadean Eon,"
"bombs," "bronze," "swan-dove," "gigaton," and "firebombs" (12, lines 1-9)-imparting syntactic rhythm to a miasmic and preternatural scene consisting of aerolites and supervolcanoes. The second prose poem in part 1 employs a series of seven rhetorical questions that probe the brutality of biogenesis, followed by two anaphoric declaratives: "Even now, the astronauts have marshalled their forces to march. . . . Even now, they forge ahead, onward, through / war games of wildfire (unaware that, far away, a doomsayer / murmurs prayers against them from a fiendish grimoire)" (13, lines 11-15).
Rather than a device for instigating dialogue, the repetitious deployment of questions Regardless of the technically elaborate (though, for general audiences, largely cryptic) process developed, the tenor is unavoidably human: for instance, the distinctly Western modes of melancholic internally rhyming alexandrine and Petrarchan sonnets.
Perhaps it is a matter of the poets' claims making. Construing a bacterium and the biological processes of which it is part as writerly or a poem in itself as a microorganism or vice versa could strike discordantly with the pataphysical domain of playful linguistic experimentation and conceptualism. For Benjamin, "there is no happening, no entity in either organic or inorganic nature that does not participate in some sense in language." 61 Recognizing the immanence of expression in all things, he argues against the reduction of the language of things to mere human language or to convenient metaphor. Rather than being etched in the architecture of language as we exercise it, the language of things exists at the limit of the sayable and nameable. The ethical premise that we should respect, cherish, and seek to preserve trees and the other living beings for their having provided our literary media remains unrendered in The Xenotext and its precursors. In its bold archival and linguistic vision, biopoetry as instantiated in these works underscores literature's historically complex and, at times, troubled relationship to the natural world, notwithstanding the vigilant efforts of the environmental writing tradition 64 and recent posthumanist attempts to recast nature in agentic-rather than "writerly"-terms. 65 I suggest that biopoets of the future might critically consider how DNA-based poetry could become a material vector for ecological preservation alongside data archiving, with its potential for valuable present and future interventions into the global ecological crisis. As part of the structure of their biotextual investigations, poet-artist-experimenters might invoke the moral complexities surrounding humanity's ferocious guarding of its ascent and assumption of a right-to-flourish above all else. Such shifts in ethical emphasis would be requisite for the emergence of an ecologically attentive form of biopoetics that would regard the bodies and lives of other-than-humans, including bacteria, as significantly more than vessels for data archiving. 
